DL YACHTS : A NEW ERA BEGINS

DL YACHTS: A fascinating story of the sea, luxury and technology begins. A family of
luxury yachts combining research, innovation and premium design is born.
DL YACHTS is pleased to unveil DREAMLINE, an exciting range of innovative yachts:
26M DREAMLINE and 30M DREAMLINE with a hull length below 24 meters, followed by
models 34, 40, 46 and 49 metres.
Featuring highly distinctive solutions, endless passion and state-of-the-art design,
DREAMLINE family originates from the 35 years’ nautical experience of Mr. Peter Zuber,
engineer and mastermind of the DL YACHTS shipbuilding philosophy.
His design and management team of skilled professionals is headed by Paolo Bencivenni,
CEO of DL YACHTS, who says: “After several years of research we are proud to present
an exceptional range of yachts aimed to impress the yacht owners worldwide. We are
focused on innovative technology, eco-efficiency, unmatched level of quality, original
design solutions providing the maximum level of comfort. Our goal is to guarantee the
maximum pleasure of navigation while keeping an eye on beauty”.
DL YACHTS DREAMLINE features special “lama chine waveless hull” designed by
Giuseppe Arrabito at Arrabito Naval Architects. Its groundbreaking shape tremendously
reduces fuel consumption (only 75 l/h at 12 knots in displacement trim) and allows
remarkable range, up to 3500 nautical miles. In the same time, the yacht can develop up
to 30 knots in semi-planning trim. EcoPerformance Technology powered by Siemens
Hybrid makes navigation on 34M DREAMLINE pleasant and extremely silent. The noise
and vibration level is barely perceived, both: of engines and generators.
Timeless and stylish interior and exterior design applied to spacious areas is introduced
by renowned naval architect Enrico Gobbi at Team4Design. He perfectly combines
original shapes with convenient functionality, providing any Dreamline yacht, from the
smallest to the largest, with the maximum level of comfort.
Distinctive feature of 34M DREAMLINE is an impressive owner’s cabin, offering a
magnificent 180° panoramic sea view.
DL YACHTS manufactures a fully customized family of yachts in aluminium or fibreglass.
The company owns a modern shipbuilding naval plant in the province of Ancona where
during the summer 2014 26M DREAMLINE and 34M DREAMLINE will be officially
launched. Both models will be available for viewing during Cannes and Monte-Carlo Boatshows.
Sophisticated elegance, eco-friendly standards, ultra-premium execution and absolute
comfort will make DREAMLINE a symbol of prestige and innovation throughout the world.

